Tony Goodwin is the founder and CEO of Antal International, one of the fastest growing business services organisations in emerging markets such as China, Eastern Europe and India. Antal has 88 offices in 33 countries around the world.

A graduate of Middlesex University, Tony trained as a Chartered Accountant before moving into financial recruitment. In 1993, he set up his own professional employment business based in Budapest in Hungary named Antal - Hungarian for ‘Tony’. Since then Antal have developed substantial businesses in highly challenging environments across the globe.

In 2001, together with Graeme Read, Tony developed a franchise brand to supplement the wholly owned organisation - Antal International Network (AIN).

Tony has been named ‘Entrepreneur of the Year’ by Ernst & Young 2010 and in addition to winning a string of other awards, Antal International has featured in the Sunday Times/Virgin ‘Fast Track 100’listing no less than four times.

An enthusiastic if exhausted father of eight, Tony also occasionally manages to find time to make use of his long-standing season ticket at Chelsea FC.
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